Anticipating forthcoming publication by the TOTEM collaboration of low-|t| elastic scattering data at √ s = 13 and 2.76 TeV, hereby we emphasize the correlation between two prominent structures seen upon the otherwise exponential diffraction cone, namely a "break" staying fixed around t ≈ −0.1 GeV 2 and a dip moving with energy logarithmically inwards; while at the ISR the two structures are separated by a distance of about 1 GeV 2 , at the LHC the dip comes close to the periphery of the "break", thus affecting its parametrization. An unbiased disentangling and identification of the break at the LHC should account for this correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The diffraction cone of high-energy elastic hadron scattering deviates from a purely exponential due to two structures clearly visible in proton-proton scattering, namely a "break" (in fact, a smooth concave curvature) near t = −0.1 GeV 2 , whose position is independent of energy, and the prominent "dip" -diffraction minimum moving slowly (logarithmically) with s towards smaller values of |t|, where s and t are the Mandelstam variables. While in the ISR energy region, 23.5 ≤ √ s ≤ 62.5 GeV, the dip is known to be located near −t = 1.4 GeV 2 , at the LHC, √ s = 7 TeV it was found [1] near t ≈ −0.5 GeV 2 . Physics of the two phenomena is quite different and still disputable: while the "break" may be related [2] to the two-pion threshold required by t-channel unitarity, the dip (diffraction minimum) is a consequence of s-channel unitarity or absorption corrections to the scattering amplitude.
The results of the low-|t| measurements of the pp cross differential sections at the LHC were published in Refs. [3] and [5] . Fig. 1 compiles the results of both measurements. While paper [3] claims structureless behavior in the cone, the subsequent papers [5] , reporting on measurements at 8 TeV at still smaller values of |t| Fig. 2a clearly show deviation from the linear exponential with a significance grater then 7σ. Recently, preliminary results at 13 TeV were made public [6] .
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , the "break" corresponds to the nucleon "atmosphere" (pion clouding). The effect, first observed at the ISR was interpreted as manifestation of t-channel unitarity, generating a two-pion loop in the cross channel, Fig. 3 , called by Bronzan [7] fine structure of the Pomeron. Subsequently it was scrutinized in a number of papers [2, [8] [9] [10] .
The diffraction minimum instead is a consequence of s-channel unitarity (or absorption corrections) damping the impact-parameter amplitude at small-b, as shown in Fig. 2b . The details are model-dependent therefore the predictions are far from unique, see Fig. 4 . Comprehensive discussions of these phenomena and relevant references may be found e.g. in Ref. [11] .
In the present paper we do not stick to a particular model of either the "break" or "dip". Instead we wish to attract the experimentalists attention to the possible correlation between the two phenomena at the LHC. To see clearly the the "break", it is necessary to separate it from the influence of the neighbouring dip. It is obvious that better statistics requires more data point, which is equivalent to the extension of the t-range considered towards larger values of |t|, risking influence of the near-by "dip". The details of the "break" can be identified by optimizing the t-range studied/fitted with account of the correlations with the neighbouring dip. Ref. [1] Ref. [2] this publication statistical uncertainties systematic uncertainties Luminosity. In this article, the luminosity measured by CMS (with a 4%-uncertainty estimate) was used. Luminosity-independent results are given elsewhere [4] .
Systematic uncertainty calculation. -For each of the analysis steps above, the systematic uncertainty effect on dσ el /dt was estimated with a Monte Carlo simulation. Table 3 summarizes these uncertainties for several |t|-values, grouping the contributions into three categories: t-dependent, t-independent (normalization) and luminosity uncertainties. Since there are a number of contributions in each category, the uncertainties were combined in quadrature.
The luminosity uncertainty is the leading systematic effect for |t| < 0.2 GeV 2 , above that point it is the uncertainty of dL x /ds. The optics-related error contribution is almost vanishing around |t| = 0.06 GeV 2 and has opposite signs below and above that point. Therefore, there is a partial error cancellation in the integrated elastic crosssection σ el , and consequently the relative error of σ el is significantly lower than the one of dσ el /dt| 0 -see table 7 . Moreover, there is a strong correlation between the errors of σ el and dσ el /dt| 0 -the correlation coefficient is 0.76.
over a large |t|-range, see table 6 and the black line in fig. 2 . Since the slope B remains constant even for the lowest |t|-values, one may conclude that the effects of the Coulombhadronic interference (for details see, e.g., [8] ) are smaller than our experimental sensitivity. Therefore, within the uncertainties, the fit can be attributed to the hadronic component of the scattering amplitude. Furthermore, it is assumed that eq. (4) describes the hadronic cross-section pp , Ref. [9] p p , Ref. [9] this publication also for |t| values below our acceptance and thus the fit can be used in the optical theorem to calculate the total cross-section according to eq. (5).
Results. -TOTEM has taken data under various beam and background conditions, luminosities and RP detector positions. The differential elastic cross-section obtained from these different data sets are in excellent agreement with each other. This justifies merging the data from all data sets to obtain a final result for the differential cross-sections presented in table 4. The first two bins suffer from the lower statistics of the data sets 2 and 3. Table 4 gives a representative |t|-value for each bin, determined according to the procedure described elsewhere [10] . The relative uncertainties of the representative points turn out to be negligible (< 10 −4 ). Table 5 presents the dσ el /dt continuation to higher |t| values, measured in a different run with β * = 3.5 m optics and published elsewhere [1] . All TOTEM differential cross-section measurements are given in fig. 2 .
For |t|-values below 0.2 GeV 2 , the differential crosssection falls exponentially with |t|, as expressed in eq. (4).
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a) TOTEM's 7 TeV measuremnets. The figure is taken from Ref. [3] . The references [1] and [2] in the legend correspond to our references 1 and 4. The structures we are discussing are universal for any high-energy hadron scattering, including diffraction dissociation, although they were clearly seen only in proton-proton scattering (at the ISR and at the LHC). Proton-antiproton scattering would be another interested process, however lack Roman Pots in low-|t| measurements of elastic pp scattering at the Tevatron preventing high-precision measurements indispensable for the detection of the tiny "break". Moreover, the dip in pp at the Tevatron is only "rudimental", seen as a shoulder, probably due to the Odderon filling the dip. On the other hand, the structures established in proton-proton scattering are expected to be present also in other hadronic reactions, first of all in K + p and in diffraction dissociation.
II. THE "BREAK" AT THE ISR AND AT THE LHC
In a recent paper [8] the low-|t| elastic pp data, including the "break", was scrutinized at several energies. To answer the question about the universality of the fine structure of the diffraction cone (of the Pomeron?!) we have extrapolated the low-|t| structure from the ISR to the LHC. To do so, a Regge-pole model was used, in which the "break" was parametrized by means of a non-linear Pomeron trajectory with a two-pion threshold corresponding to the loop of Fig. 3 .
The local slope is calculated as B(s, t) = d dt ln dσ dt . Fig. 5 shows the slopes calculated from the ISR data of Ref. [12] . The slope decreases between t = −0.001 and −0.2 GeV 2 by about ∆B ≈ 2 GeV −2 , whereupon it stays constant until the dip, i.e. |t| ≈ 1 GeV At the LHC instead the "break" is exposed by TOTEM [5] by means of the normalized differential cross section
where ref = Ae Bt with A and B determined from a fit to the experimental data.
To be coherent with the TOTEM data, we show our calculations in the same way, i.e. by means of the normalized cross section Eq. 1. With a simple Regge-pole model, shown in Sec. III and used by us in Ref. [8] , we describe the low-|t| LHC TOTEM 7 [3] and 8 TeV [5] data. The low-|t| data can be well fitted also by a relevant form factor (residue function) in the scattering amplitude [9] or an exponential with polynomial argument used by experimentalists [5] .
III. A SIMPLE REGGE-POLE MODEL
For our purposes we use a simple Regge pole model [8] with a supercritical Pomeron A P and an effective Reggeon A f contributions:
where
with the trajectories
We use the norm:
Here m π is the pion mass, 4m 2 π = 0.08 GeV 2 , s 0 = 1 GeV 2 and the free parameters are:
The result of fitting to the LHC TOTEM 7 and 8 TeV data are displayed in Sec.IV.
IV. RESULTS OF FITS
Fitting the above described model to the LHC TOTEM data we take into account two cases: combined fit to the LHC TOTEM 7 and 8 TeV data; single fit to the two energy separately. The results of the fits are shown in Figs. 6  and 7 . The values of fitted parameters are displayed in Table IV . Fig. 6 shows that the normalized cross section calculated for TOTEM 7 TeV data drastically deceases starting from |t| ≈ 0.2 GeV 2 . The reason of this phenomenon is the vicinity of the dip, acting as a "vortex" inclining differential cross section to drop towards the dip position. This behavior is not seen in Fig. 7 in the case of the TOTEM 8 TeV data, because the relevant t-range at this energy extends merely to |t|=0.2 GeV 2 . However, the preliminary 13 TeV data [6] 
V. CONCLUSIONS
As emphasized at the beginning of the paper, the two structures on the otherwise exponential diffraction cone have quite different origin and physical meaning.
We have used a simple Regge-pole model to interpolate between the low-|t| elastic pp data measured by TOTEM collaboration. Although the combined fit to the 7 and 8 TeV data is not perfect, this model reproduces satisfactory the energy dependence as shown in Ref. [8] .
Theoretical calculations of the relative contribution of the loop diagram, relative to the "Born term" (the ratio of two diagrams in the right-hand side of Fig. 3) , is of great importance, however relevant calculations are beyond the capability of perturbative QCD.
